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1)Basics of radiation 
-Release of energy.

-Caused by unstable nuclei.
-Form of moving waves/stream of particles  

RADIOISOTOPE 



Ionizing Non-ionizing 

Two types of radiation

-Extremely high frequency 
(100 billion hertz)

-Cause double stranded breaks 
along entire length of DNA

-More harmful -Less harmful
-Less energy



2) DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid)

🔅A giant molecule formed by two doubled stranded mix. 
🔅 Consists of sugar-phosphate backbones & bases. 
🔅 Held together by H-bonds. 

BASES

🔅Discovered by The Swiss biochemist Frederich Miescher 
(late 1800)



3) IMPORTANCE OF DNA

🔅Disease diagnosis & treatment  

🔅Forensic & Science  

🔅Agriculture 

🔅Paternity cases 



4)HOW DNA CAN BE AFFECTED/DAMAGED 
BY RADIATION?

🔅Ionizing radiation ionize the water molecules. 

Radiation

Formation of free 
hydroxyl radicals 

(OH-)

🔅Free radicals (Chemically VERY reactive) 

🔅Damage the DNA molecule 



Destruction and 
modification of bases

Single strand breaks

Double strands break

Connection between two adjacent 
bases instead of connection 
between two opposite bases 

EFFECTS

unaffected DNA

(mutation occurs)



-Protein-P53 removes the damaged part

Re-synthesis

CON'T

However, this may cause possibility of 
mistakes in the repair (mutation)



5)Mutation

-Deletion/change in location of important genes. 
(Error in the replication of DNA)

-Linking to the development of cancers.

-Permanent change of nucleotides sequence of 
DNA & other genetic elements.



6) RADIATION THERAPY

-Kills cancer cells & controls the growth of cancer cell

-Uses high-energy rays to treat tumors 
and other diseases of the body.

-Works by damaging the DNA insides 
cells, making them unable to divide and 
reproduce.

-Benefits; 
1) Surgery not needed to remove affected organs.
-2 ways to deliver radiation; 
1) External beam radiation  
2) Internal radiation



1) Precisely locate the target
-By using the stereotaxis. 
-it locates a structure by use of three 
dimensional coordinates (x,y,z axis) 
  

Stereotactic frame serves as reference on 
the scan, allowing the computer to plot 

the exact coordinates & 3D reconstruction 
of the tumor or malformation.

How radiation therapy is carried out?



2) Hold the target still

-Use immobilization device 
-Prevent movement and secure 
the body frames.

3) Accurately aim the 
target beam  

4) Shape the radiation beam 
to the target 

5) Deliver a radiation dose that 
damages abnormal cells yet 

spares normal cells.



7)COMPARISON BETWEEN RADIATION 
THERAPY AND CHEMOTHERAPY 



RADIATION THERAPY CHEMOTHERAPY

Patients are given high-doses of 
radiation to treat the cancerous 

cell.

Patients involve use of medication 
targets & kill cancer cells.

Only exposed to the 
targeted area. Exposed to the entire body 

Aching fatigue & skin irritation. Hair loss

Treating head, neck, breast, 
bladder, lung, brain.

Affects blood, mouth, nose, nails, 
vagina, intestinal tracts,hair,etc.
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